Richard Brualdi proposed in Stevanivić (2007) [10] the following problem: (Problem AWGS.4) Let G n and G n be two nonisomorphic graphs on n vertices with spectra λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n and λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n , respectively. Define the distance between the spectra of G n and G n as
Define the cospectrality of G n by cs(G n ) = min λ G n , G n : G n not isomorphic to G n . Let csn = max cs(G n ) : G n a graph on n vertices . Problem A. Investigate cs(G n ) for special classes of graphs.
Problem B. Find a good upper bound on cs n .
In this paper we completely answer Problem B by proving that cs n = 2 for all n ≥ 2, whenever cs n is computed with respect to any p -norm with 1 ≤ p < ∞ and cs n = 1 with respect to the ∞ -norm. The cospectrality cs(K m,n ) of the complete bipartite graph K m,n for all positive integers m and n with m ≤ n < m − 1 + 2 √ m − 1 is computed. As a consequence of the latter result, it is proved that in general there is no constant upper bound on |e − e |, where e and e denote the number of edges of the graphs G and G , respectively, such that cs(G) = λ(G, G ). In contrast we show that for such graphs G and G , we have | √ e − √ e | ≤ 1. In particular, |e − e | ≤ 3e.
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Introduction and results
Throughout the paper all graphs are simple, that is finite and undirected without loops and multiple edges. By the spectrum of a graph G, denoted by Spec(G), we mean the multiset of eigenvalues of adjacency matrix of G.
Richard Brualdi proposed in [10] the following problem: (Problem AWGS.4) Let G n and G n be two nonisomorphic graphs on n vertices with spectra
respectively. Define the distance between the spectra of G n and G n as
Define the cospectrality of G n by
Thus cs(G n ) = 0 if and only if G n has a cospectral mate. Let cs n = max cs(G n ) : G n a graph on n vertices . This function measures how far apart the spectrum of a graph with n vertices can be from the spectrum of any other graph with n vertices.
Problem A. Investigate cs(G n ) for special classes of graphs.
In [1] the cospectrality of the following graphs are determined: the complete graph K n with n vertices, the null graph K n on n vertices with no edge, the graph K 2 ∪ K n−2 on n ≥ 2 vertices with only one edge, and the complete bipartite graph K n,n with two parts of the same size.
In this paper we study Problem B in a general setting and using p-Wielandt-Hoffman inequality (see Theorem 2.1 below), we obtain the exact value of cs n with respect to any p n -norm. Let us recall some related definitions.
Let G n and G n be two nonisomorphic graphs on n vertices with spectra
respectively. Define
where Λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) and Λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ). Suppose that
In [8] , the cospectrality measure with respect to the 1 -norm is studied. Our first result is the following
Here we denote by cs n the cospectrality measure cs (2) n . Theorem 1.1 answers Problem B, that is, cs n = 2 for all n ≥ 2.
Motivated by our computation of cospectrality of graphs with at most 8 vertices the following question is proposed in [1] . 
Note that the cospectralities of K m,m and K m,m+1 are determined in [1] . In [2] , the cospectralities of all graphs up to 6 vertices with respect to the norms 1 , 2 and ∞ in some tables are collected. The referee suggested to study the following question believing that it is the true one instead of Question 1.2. integers n 1 , . . . , n , K n 1 ,. ..,n denotes the complete multipartite graph with parts of sizes n 1 , . . . , n . Let K n denote the complete graph on n vertices and K n denote the null graph on n vertices.
Cospectrality of graphs with respect to p n -norms
To prove Theorem 1.1, we need to recall some definitions. For an n × n matrix B with real eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ n , the p-Schatten norm of B, denoted by B S p is defined as follows
The next result follows from a theorem so-called p-Wielandt-Hoffman inequality (e.g. see page 46 of [11] and see also [7] ). 
where e is any edge of G and G \ e is the graph obtained from G by deleting the edge e.
Proof. Let A and B be the adjacency matrices of G and G \ e, respectively. Then A − B is the adjacency matrix of the graph with only one edge of the same number of vertices as G. Therefore its eigenvalues are 1, 0, . . . , 0, −1 and so
This completes the proof. 2
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let G n be any graph with n vertices having at least one edge e.
By Lemma 2.2, cs
the proof is complete. 2
Now we prove Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let λ 1 , . . . , λ n and λ 1 , . . . , λ n be eigenvalues of G and G , respectively. By Theorem 1.1, cs(G) ≤ cs
On the other hand, by the triangle inequality, we have
where Λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) and Λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ). Since Λ = √ 2e and Λ = √ 2e (see e.g. [ It is worth to mention the following result connecting notions the energy of a graph (see [6] ) and the cospectrality measure with respect to 1 -norm. The latter is studied in [8] . Recall that the energy of a graph G with eigenvalues λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n is n i=1 |λ i | and will be denoted by E(G). The proof of Proposition 2.3 is similar to that of Theorem 1.5. Proposition 2.3. Let G and G be two graphs such that cs (1) 
Cospectrality of certain complete bipartite graphs
We need the following results to prove Theorem 1.3. 
Proof. One can easily see that f is increasing and non-negative on the interval [m +1, ∞).
Let α be a positive real. We have This completes the proof. 2
